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Executive Summary 
Father O’Connell Hall is a four story office administrative building located on the campus of 

Catholic University in Washington, DC. The current mechanical system uses natural gas that 

feeds into two 500 MBH condensing boilers to heat the building in the winter months and a 

97.7 ton air cooled scroll chiller for cooling in the winter months. In addition, all electrical 

power is generated off-site and distributed to the building. This report will focus on redesigning 

the separate heating and power system into a combined heat and power system. Also, 

absorption cooling will be added to reduce the air cooled chiller load in the summer months.  

Furthermore, an electrical breadth will analyze how on-site electricity production will affect the 

current power distribution and an acoustical analysis will be done on the current indoor air 

handling units located adjacent to office spaces. 

A 30 KW microturbine is added to the basement of Father O’Connell Hall to produce 30 KW of 

power every day from the hours of 8am to 6pm. This arrangement was analyzed to be most 

cost effective solution, saving $7,300 dollars a year with a payback period of 14 years. With the 

addition of the microturbine and the useful exhaust heat, the two boilers were able to be 

replaced with one 600 MBH condensing boiler. Absorption cooling in the summer was proven 

to be unsuccessful because of low COP and low useful waste thermal exhaust. They were not 

able to reduce the electrical load as hoped. Father O’Connell Hall is not the most ideal building 

for a CHP system, but emissions were cut significantly. From an energy and environmental 

standpoint the CHP system was successful, but as an economic standpoint it is not 

recommended. 

With the addition of on-site power generation, it is important to consider connecting the 

microturbine to the current electrical distribution system. A parallel switchgear needs to 

replace the current switchgear to appropriately sync the grid power and the microturbine 

power to be used in the building. This also requires appropriately sizing all wire and breaker 

sizes to ensure safety.  

An acoustical analysis involves the study of indoor air handling units meeting appropriate sound 

emission codes. It was determined that AHU-4 located in the basement meets all standards, but 

the OAHU-1 on the fourth floor does not meet standards and the background noise is too loud 

in the adjacent executive office. The addition of duct lining or duct silencer can reduce the 

sound levels enough to comply with code. 
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Building Overview 
Father O’Connell Hall is a 54,000 SF, 15 million dollar exterior and interior renovation on the 

campus of The Catholic University of America in Washington, DC. Father O’Connell Hall has 

three conjoined structures: the four story main building constructed in 1914, the three story 

east wing constructed in 1958, and the west wing constructed in 1962. Refer to figure 1 below. 

The Hall is the third oldest building on campus; the renovation will preserve the historical 

Catholic culture which The Catholic University of America reflects in our nation’s capital. Father 

O’Connell Hall will be used for administrative/Enrollment services, admissions, financial aid, and 

a banquet hall which will be used to hold special events. Undergraduate Admissions is 

important because it generates revenue for the school. The design sells the school while still 

reflection the rich historical tradition of The Catholic University of America and of the 

surrounding buildings. 

 

The façade is primarly granite stone with Indiana limstone. The façade is broken up with a 

series of two story arched windows along the main building of the banquet hall, while the east 

and west wings use large rectangular on story windows. This closley represents a historic 

collegiate gothic style. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1: Father O’Connell Hall located on The Catholic University Campus. 

Electrical 

The building is being served by a 750kVA medium voltage transformer. An existing 208/120, 3-

phase 3000A main switchboard serves the entire building. The total connection load is 1956A. A 

150KW emergency power generator is used for emergency power lighting panels. The 

renovation includes the reuse and relocation of some existing panels as well as additional 

panels, which mostly serve the new mechanical equipment. 

West 

Wing 

Main 

East 

Wing 
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Lighting 

The lighting system runs on 120 volts. The system utilizes many LED lights as well as electronic 

dimmable ballasts. A range of lighting fixtures are used in Father O’Connell Hall including ceiling 

recessed, cove, wall, and pendant fixtures. In addition, occupancy sensors are located in all 

offices and conference rooms. 

Structural 

Father O’Connell Hall is a concrete structure with concrete columns in the main building and 

the west wing. The East wing, the newest addition of the building, utilizes steel beams and steel 

columns to support the building. Drop panels are used to support the concrete slab. The 

existing roof construction is concrete with slab on concrete joists. 

Construction 

The Construction for renovation of Father O’Connell Hall is to be started in June 2013 and a 

completion date of May 21, 2014. The project will use a traditional design-bid-build delivery 

method.  The estimated MEP cost is 8 million. 
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Mechanical System Overview 
Father O’Connell Hall is ventilated using seven air handling units, with one being 100% outdoor 

air (OAHU-1). Figure 2 below shows the zoning for each air handling units throughout the 

building. All New AHU’s will be equipped with economizer cycle to maximize ventilation and 

reduce energy. The 100% outdoor air unit will also have an air-to-air plate exchanger as well as 

a wraparound heat pipe heat recovery exchanger to pre-condition supply air temperatures and 

further reduce energy consumption. Recirculation of this air is provided by fan powered boxes, 

VAV’s, and air transfer ducts located in the plenum above the ceiling on the basement and first 

floors. 

 

Figure 2: Air Handling Unit Zoning 

 

Basement 

Floor 

1st Floor 

2nd Floor 3rd Floor 

4th Floor 

(E)-

Existing 
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Chilled Water System 

Chilled water is provided from one 97.7 ton electric air-cooled chiller located on grade on the 

south side of east wing. Chilled water is provided directly to all air handling units (AHU’s) and all 

fan coil units (FCU’s) located on floors 2 to 4.  Chilled water flow delivered to all AHU’s and 

FCU’s is controlled by a proportional integral controller (PIC) control valve regulated by two 

chilled water pumps with VFD’s. Additional cooling for two telecom rooms is provided by two 

ductless split system units. 

Heating Hot Water System 

Washington Gas Company provides a low pressure (2 psi), 2 inch gas pipe to two 500 MBH 

condensing pulse combustion boilers located on the basement level of the west wing. These 

boilers provide all hot water to the AHU’s, FCU’s, and reheat coils for the VAV’s and Fan 

powered boxes. The hot water flow is controlled the same way as the chilled water system 

using three heat water pumps with VFD’s. There are two additional existing boilers located in 

the east wing of the basement floor. These boilers provide heating to the small portion of the 

building that is not in the scope of this renovation. Information for this portion of the building is 

not available at this time. 
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Mechanical System Design Requirements 

Father O’Connell Hall previously served as the history department building as well as student 

housing. The renovation will relocate both of these and will house the new Catholic University 

of America’s financial aid, admissions, and administration offices. The building will also have a 

200 person events/banquet hall. Father O’Connell Hall is the third oldest building on campus 

dating back to 1916. Strict historic preservation codes must be taken into account during the 

renovation. There are no current plans for future expansion. 

 

Due to the requirements stated above the new mechanical system must take into account the 

new occupation of the building as well as obey all historical preservation codes. The design 

objectives clearly state that individually controlled spaces are desired to maximize occupant 

comfort. This may cause some challenges due to very tight existing structural conditions. In 

addition, the building has very poor insulation which creates extremely large heating and 

cooling loads in perimeter spaces. All systems will be designed in accordance to IBC 2006, as 

amended by the DC construction codes supplement of 2008 and ASHRAE Standards. Additional 

mechanical considerations include noise control, simple controls, and easy maintenance checks. 

Design Conditions 
Father O’Connell Hall is located in Washington, D.C which is in weather region 5A found in 

ASHRAE. ASHRAE Standard design conditions for Washington, D.C can be seen in Table 1 below.  

 

 

 

Table 1: Outdoor Design Temperature 

To provide a comfortable indoor environment the mechanical engineers require the following 

interior design conditions. The temperatures and relative humidity can be seen in Table 2 and 

Table 3 below.  

 

 

 

Table 2: Indoor Design Temperature 
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Table 3: Relative Humidity 

Ventilation 
Ventilation rates were calculated using the procedure from ASHRAE Standard 62.1-2010 Section 

6. Air handling units 2,4,5,6 and 100% outside AHU (OAHU-1) were analyzed to estimate 

minimum outside air requirements for all spaces. Existing air handling units 1 and 3 were not 

able to be analyzed due to lack of information in the project documentation. AHU 1 and 3 only 

provide ventilation for a small portion of the building which was not in the scope of this 

renovation. Table 4 below is a summary of all five air handlers that were analyzed. Design CFM 

and Minimum OA CFM were taken from the project documentation and compared to ASHRAE 

62.1 Min. OA CFM calculated values. Detailed spreadsheets used for these calculations are  

available in Appendix A.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 4: Minimum Ventilation Rates 

Heating and Cooling Loads 
Father O’Connell Hall Renovation building load and energy modal was done using Trane Trace 

700. This is an accepted program by many building industry professionals for load and energy 

consumption calculations. Trane was utilized to calculate ventilation loads, heating and cooling 

loads, and annual energy and operating costs at Father O’Connell Hall. Block loading was done 

since time was a sensitive issue. Restrooms and stairwells were neglected since these would 

not contribute to any cooling loads. Also existing zones that were not renovated were also 

neglected for these calculations. These block zones can be seen in the Figures 3-7 on the 

following page. Specific parameters for Father O’Connell Hall were taken into account to  
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calculate accurate loads. Some of the parameters include lighting, occupancy schedules, 

construction, and building orientation. Tables 5 and 6 below show the calculated data 

compared to the designed data. As you can see reasonably accurate loads were calculated 

compared with design documents.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 5: Ventilation Error 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 6: Design vs. Calculated Energy Capacities 
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Figure 3: Basement Level Block Load 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4: First Floor Block Loads 
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Figure 5: Second Floor Block Loads 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6: Third Floor Block Loads 
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Figure 7: Fourth Floor Block Loads 

Annual Energy Consumption and Cost  
Trace was also used to calculate Father O’Connell’s energy usage and cost. The Annual energy 

consumption and cost can be seen below in Table 7. No measured data is available for 

comparison.  

 

 

 

 

 

Table 7: Annual Energy Consumption and Cost 

Mechanical Equipment Summary 
Father O’Connell Hall is ventilated using seven air handling units, with one being 100% outdoor 

air. Figure 8 on the following page shows the zoning for each air handling units throughout the 

building. All New AHU’s will be equipped with economizer cycle to maximize ventilation and 

reduce energy. The 100% outdoor air unit will also have an air-to-air heat plate exchanger as 

well as a wraparound pipe heat recovery exchanger to pre-condition supply air temperatures 

Figure : Fourth Floor Block Loads 

 

Corridor 
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and further reduce energy consumption. Recirculation of this air is provided by fan powered 

boxes, VAV’s, and air transfer ducts located in the plenum above the ceiling on the basement 

and first floors. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

` 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 8: Air Handling Unit Zoning 

Tables 8 to 12 below breakdown the major mechanical equipment used. In addition to the 

equipment listed  

below, 62 fan coil units, 12 fan powered boxes, and 11 variable air volume boxes are used.  

 

 

 

 

Table 8: Air Handling Unit Schedule 

Basement 

Floor 

1st Floor 

2nd Floor 3rd Floor 

4th Floor 

(E)-Existing 
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Table 9: Chiller Schedule 

 

 

 

Table 10: Boiler Schedule 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 11: Pump Schedule 

 

Table 12: Fan Schedule 
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Mechanical First Costs 
The mechanical system at Father O’Connell Hall has a first cost estimate of about 1.6 million 

dollars or $44.67 per square foot. Table 13 below shows all service first cost estimates. Figure 9 

above breaks up the mechanical costs for detail estimates. Major miscellaneous costs in Graph 

1 include sheet metal, piping, and insulation.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 13: Service Cost  

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 9: Mechanical Costs 
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Mechanical Operation and Schematics 

Air-Side Operations 

Air Handling Units 4, 5, and 6 

Air handling units 4, 5, and 6 are controlled identically since they serve similar spaces in Father 

O’Connell Hall. These units serve floors one and two, while AHU-5 strictly serves the banquet 

hall. The air handling unit is initialized when the automatic outdoor damper is open. The supply 

fan is equipped with a VFD that is controlled by pressure sensors. The return air is controlled by 

an exhaust fan, also equipped with a VFD. A mixing box is placed in the plenum above the air 

handling unit and dampers control how much return air mixes with outdoor air. Most of the 

spaces are office spaces so the recirculation of air does not violate any of ASHRAE standards. 

The air handling units contain an economizer cycle and utilize free cooling when the outdoor 

weather conditions permit. Air handling unit schematics can be seen in figure 10. 

Outdoor Air Handling Unit OAHU-1 

Floors two, three, and four are ventilated from the 100% outdoor air handling unit (OAHU) 

located on the fourth floor. OAHU can be very beneficial and significant energy savers since it 

uses much less fan energy during peak and part loads. The OAHU only delivers the minimum 

amount of ventilation to each space. The supply fan and return fan are both equipped with 

VFDs. Both the fans speed is controlled by the BMS. In addition, and Air-To-Plate heat 

exchanger is used between the exhaust air and the supply outdoor air. This is used to preheat 

the outdoor air before the coils during the heating season. Furthermore, a wraparound heat 

pipe recovery exchanger is also used. These heat exchangers are important to preheat the 

outside air and used for humidity control during the cooling season. An economizer cycle is also 

used. This is dependent on the outdoor air wet bulb temperature. An optimal start is utilized to 

provide a comfortable environment when employees arrive in the morning. A sound silencer is 

used to isolate sound from the supply fan because it is adjacent to the mechanical room on the 

fourth floor is office space. OAHU-1 schematic can be seen in figure 11.
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Figure 10: Typical Air Handling Unit Schematic
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Figure 11: Outdoor Air Handling Unit Schematic
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Water-Side Operations 

Hot Water System 

The hot water system consists of two lead/lag condensing boilers. Once the building 

management system (BMS) enables the heating hot water system controlled by the time and 

season schedules, the ModSync controller starts the lead boiler at the same time that it starts 

the lead primary hearing hot water pump. When the ModSync controller senses that the single 

boiler cannot meet heating loads a signal is sent to the BMS indicating the need for the lad 

primary hot water pump. Once the lag heating hot water pump is started the lag boiler is 

started. An additional heating hot water pump with a bypass valve is in the loop intended for 

backup. If a hot water pump shall fail, an alarm will set and the backup pump will automatically 

start. The boilers have been sized for an entering water temperature of 140 ◦F and leaving 

water temperature of 160 ◦F. 

 

All three heating hot water pumps are equipped with Variable frequency Drive’s (VFD’s). The 

BMS monitors the differential pressure between the hot water supply and the hot water return 

piping in the building. If the differential pressure drops below an initial set point pressure of 

15psi, the pump speed will increase. If the differential pressure exceeds the initial set point the 

pump speed will decrease. The initial set point is set at 15psi, but the actual set point will be set 

in the field.  If both pumps are operating at the same time, they will be operating at the same 

speed. In addition, the pumps speed will be controlled to meet the minimum flow of 45 GPM to 

the boilers. Refer below to Figure 12 for a detailed heating hot water schematic. 

Chilled Water System 
The chilled water system consists of a single air cooled chiller, two primary chilled water 

pumps, and a bypass valve for building cooling. The two pumps are controlled using staging 

with a lead/lag system. Chilled water is distributed throughout the building to all air handling 

units and fan coil units. When the cooling load cannot be met with one pump, the BMS sends a 

signal to start the second pump. Like the heating hot water pumps, both chilled water pumps 

are equipped with VFD’s and controlled the same way. Water is supplied from the chiller at a 

constant 42 ◦F. 

 

The speed of the pumps are controlled by a differential pressure sensor between the chilled 

water supply and chilled water return piping. If the differential pressure drops below the initial 

set point of 20 psi, the pump speed will increase. If the differential pressure exceeds the set 

point the pump speed will decrease. The differential pressure is initially set at 20psi, but the 

actual pressure will be determined in the field. Refer below to Figure 13 for a detailed heating 

hot water schematic. 
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Figure 12: Heating Hot Water Schematic 
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Figure 13: Chilled Water Schematic 
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Usable Space 
Mechanical rooms and shafts take up valuable usable space in buildings. This space could be 

used to gain profit through tenants, however, mechanical equipment is extremely important for 

the building to function properly. Father O’Connell does a pretty good job limiting mechanical 

space throughout the building. Father O’Connell utilizes a dedicated outdoor air handling unit. 

This is important because it can significantly reduce duct sizes. Not only would that increase 

usable space from smaller shafts, but also could increase ceiling heights.  Table 14 below shows 

the breakdown of usable space on each floor, however, this usable space does not include 

elevator rooms, electrical rooms, or piping shafts so the usable space is actually much lower. 

Although, compared with only mechanical systems it was found 94 % of the floor area is usable 

space.  

 

Table 14: Mechanical Space Requirements 
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ASHRAE Standard 62.1-2010 Analysis 

Section 5: System and Equipment 

5.1 Ventilation Air Distribution 

Father O’Connell Hall meets design ventilation requirements by section 6 of Standard 62.1. 

AHU-4, AHU-5, and AHU-6 provide ventilation to the basement and first floor areas. Air transfer 

ducts, fan powered boxes, and variable air volume boxes are used to help ventilate these floors. 

Floors 2-4 are ventilated using a 100% outside air handling unit. Detailed calculations can be 

seen in appendix A. 

5.2 Exhaust Duct Location 

All exhaust ducts carrying potentially harmful contaminates from toilet or janitor rooms have a 

SMACNA seal class of C and a minimum negative pressurization of 2-inch wg. All exhaust is 

discharged at a safe distance above roof.  

5.3 Ventilation System Controls 

Father O’Connell Hall will be equipped with a Building Automated System (BAS). This system 

has occupied, unoccupied, and hand-off-auto operation modes that will control outside air 

dampers to ensure minimum ventilation requirements are met. All air handling units have a 

supply fan VFD that is controlled by the BAS. 

5.4 Airstream Surfaces 

Mold growth and erosion is avoided by using galvanized steel sheet metal that is in accordance 

of UL 181 ASTMC 1338 Standards.  

5.5 Outdoor Air Intakes 

Outside air louver intake for the 100% outside air handling unit is located on the fourth floor 

west wall of the main building. Outside air intake for AHU-6 and AHU-4 are located on the south 

wall of the basement level. AHU-5 has an air intake on the west wall of the main building on the 

basement level. All outside air intakes are located at least 15 feet from all exhaust outlets which 

exhaust class 3 air from toilet and janitor rooms. All intakes comply with ASHRAE Standard 62.1 

Table 5-1 seen below in Table 15. Details of louvers or louver shop drawings could not be 

located but specification requires bird screens and storm-proof to prevent entry of rain and 

snow. 
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Table 15: Table 5-1 ASHRAE Standard 62.1 Section 5  

5.6 Local Capture of Contaminants 

All contaminants that are generated by equipment are properly exhausted directly outside to 

avoid mixing into occupied spaces. 

5.7 Combustion Air 

Father O’Connell Hall has two condensing boilers located on the basement level. Both Boilers 

are vented directly to the outdoors. See Figure 14 below. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 14: Boiler intake and exhaust vent from project 
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5.8 Particulate Matter Removal 

All AHU’s will use pre-filters with a MERV 7 rating and a final filter with a MERV 13 rating 

upstream of the cooling coil. This complies with ASHRAE Standard 52.2 which requires a 

minimum filtration rating of MERV 6.  

5.9 Dehumidification Systems 

Father O’Connell Hall is specified to maintain a relative humidity of 50% throughout the 

building. Minimum supply air is greater than the maximum exhaust air, maintaining a positive 

pressure for the building as a whole. The building meets exfiltration requirements.  

5.10 Drain Pans 

Condensate drain pans have at least a 2 percent slope in the direction toward the drain 

connection. All sizes are large enough to collect from all cooling coils with a minimum depth of 

2 inches deep. All other drain pans are to be designed and manufactured to according to 

ASHRAE Standard 62.1. See Figure 15 below for a complete detail of a typical drain pan. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 15: Drain Pan Detail 
5.11 Finned-Tube Coils and Heat Exchangers 

All finned-tube coils and heat exchangers have drain pans according to ASHRAE section 5.1. All 

Heat exchangers will have access doors at least 18 inches wide and are provided on both sides 

of coils. A pressure drop of less than 0.75 in. w.c. due to the access doors is not mentioned. 

5.12 Humidifiers and Water-Spray Systems 

Water used for humidity control originates directly from a potable source. Drip pans are located 

under the humidifier and there are no obstructions downstream. Therefore, Father O’Connell 

Hall complies with ASHRAE Standard 62.1 section 5.12. 
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5.13 Access for Inspection, Cleaning, and Maintenance 

The following will be provided access doors for inspection, cleaning, and maintenance: 

-Duct Filters -Duct silencers 

-Outdoor-air intakes and mixed-air plenums -Turning vanes 

-Control devices -Drain pans 

-Volume dampers -Fire dampers 

5.14 Building Envelope and Interior Surfaces 

All exterior roofing and exterior walls will have appropriate waterproofing. Figure 16 to the 

right shows a typical wall section indicating a fluid applied waterproofing membrane. Pipes will 

have a 125-mil-thick vapor barrier and waterproofing membrane to prevent condensation. All 

pipe and duct penetration will also have sufficient insulation and waterproof membrane.  

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 16: Typical Wall Section 

5.15 Building Attached Parking Garages 

This section does not apply because there are no parking garages. Vehicular exhaust is not a 

concern for this project. 

5.16 Air Classification and Recirculation 

Fan powered boxes are used to re-circulate plenum air on the basement level and the 2nd level 

on the east building. Office space, storage rooms for dry materials and corridors make up these 

spaces which all have class 1 air; therefore, it meets ASHRAE Standard 62.1 because class 1 air is 

permitted to be re-circulated. All toilet and janitor closets have class 3 air and are directly 
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exhausted to the outside. Some air transfer ducts are used to re-circulate corridor air on floors 

2-4. 

5.17 Requirements for Buildings Containing ETS Areas 

Father O’Connell Hall is a smoke free building; therefore, this section does not apply. 

Section 6: Ventilation Rate Procedure Analysis 
Air handling units 2,4,5,6 and 100% outside AHU (OAHU-1) were analyzed to estimate minimum 

outside air requirements for all spaces. Existing air handling units 1 and 3 were not able to be 

analyzed due to lack of information in the project documentation. AHU’s 1 and 3 only provide 

ventilation for a small portion of the building which was not in the scope of this renovation. 

 

Equation 6-1 in section 6.2.2.1 in ASHRAE Standard 62.1 was used to calculate breathing zone 

outdoor airflow (Vbz). 

 

Vbz = (Rp x Pz) + (Ra x Az) 

 

Where: Az = zone floor area: the net occupiable floor area of the ventilation zone ft2 

 Pz = zone population: the number of people in the ventilation zone during typical usage.    

(this was determined from counting seats from furniture plans) 

 Rp = outdoor airflow rate required per person as determined from Table 6-1 

 Ra = outdoor airflow rate required per unit area as determined from Table 6-1 

 

The zone outdoor airflow (Voz) is the outdoor air that must be provided to ventilate the zone.  

Voz = Vbz/Ez 

Where Ez = zone distribution effectiveness which is found from table 6-2. Ez varied between 

0.8,1, and 1.2 depending on how the air is distributed into the zone.   
 

For 100% outside air systems the outdoor air intake flow (Vot) is found by equation 6-4. 

Vot = Σall zones x Voz 

 

The primary outdoor air fraction (Zpz) is the minimum percent of ventilation air from the supply 

air. This is calculated from equation 6.5.  

 

Zpz = Voz/Vpz 
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Where Vpz is the zone primary airflow. 

Table 16 below is a summary of all five air handlers that were analyzed. Design CFM and 

Minimum OA CFM were taken from the project documentation and compared to ASHRAE 62.1 

Min. OA CFM calculations based on the above formulas. Detailed spreadsheets used for these 

calculations are available in Appendix A.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 16: Minimum Ventilation Rates 
ASHRAE 62.1 – 2010 Summary 
After analyzing the ventilation system of Father O’Connell Hall, it has been determined that all 

spaces have met the minimum ventilation requirements required by ASHRAE 62.1. Seven air 

handling units, including one 100% outdoor air unit, and air transfer ducts exceed or meet the 

minimum ventilation requirements. In addition to minimum ventilation requirements, Father 

O’Connell Hall also complies with Section 5. This includes all materials and HVAC control 

systems. Father O’Connell Hall is currently undergoing renovation to install new waterproof 

membrane around the footing and windows to comply with section 5.14 building envelope and 

interior surfaces. 
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ASHRAE Standard 90.1-2010 Analysis 

Section 5: Building Envelope 

5.1.4 Climate 

The Catholic University of America located in Washington, DC is in climate zone 4A as you can 

see from the Figure 17 below. Table B-1 is found in Appendix B of ASHRAE Standard 90.1 and is 

used to determine building envelope requirements.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 17: Climate Zones in the US from ASHRAE Table B-1 
5.4 Mandatory Provisions 

The exterior envelope of Father O’Connell hall is currently being renovated. Exterior limestone 

and granite joints are to be reappointed. Coping stone is to be removed and reinstalled to 

install thru wall flashing. In addition, much of the exterior footer is to be excavated to in order 

to install water proofing. Windows and doors are specified to be sealed. Figure 18 below is a 

detail of the window sealant. The entire building envelope is constructed with a continuous air 

barrier. 
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Figure 18: Sealant of existing windows detail from project 

5.5 Prescriptive Building Envelope 

In order to determine compliance with building envelope requirements of ASHRAE Standard 

90.1, the prescriptive building method was used. Table 18 below shows a comparison of Father 

O’Connell Hall building envelope and requirements for nonresidential zone 4A. It was found 

that it does not comply with Standard 90.1. This is because the building was built in 1914 and 

no or very little insulation was used. This shows a potential for design improvements. In 

addition, the total vertical fenestration area must be less than 40% of the gross wall area. Table 

2 below clearly indicates that Father O’Connell Hall complies. Fenestration calculations can be 

seen in Table 17 below. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 17: Fenestration Areas 
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Table 18: Building Material R and U-Values 

Section 6: Heating, Ventilating, and Air Conditioning 

6.2 Compliance Paths 

ASHRAE Standard 90.1 has two methods to evaluate equipment efficiency, the simplified 

approach option for HVAC systems and the mandatory provisions with prescriptive path. Father 

O’Connell Hall does not meet the height or gross area requirements of fewer than two stories 

and less than gross area of 25,000 ft2; therefore, the mandatory provisions with prescriptive 

path must be used to evaluate equipment efficiency.  

6.3 Simplified Approach Option for HVAC Systems 

This section does not apply for reasons mentioned in Section 6.2. 

6.4 Mandatory Provisions 

Specifications indicate that all mechanical equipment must have manufacturer’s label that 

states the requirements of ASHRAE Standard 90.1 is met; Therefore, minimum efficiencies will 

be must comply with section 6.4. 

 

Each FCU, VAV, and Fan powered box will have its own thermostat for individual zone control. 

Room sensors have an accuracy of +/- 2 deg F while relative Humidity has an accuracy of +/- 5%. 

A combination of Direct Digital Control and Proportional Integral Derivative with a BAS system 

is used to keep the building at the desired set points.  
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6.5 Prescriptive Path 

All AHU’s are equipped with a mixed air economizer cycle. Heat recovery is used in the 100% 

outside air AHU by an air-to-air plate exchanger and a wraparound heat pipe heat recovery 

exchanger to reheat supply. During cooling season the leaving air temperature is maintained at 

54 F dry bulb and 53.7 F wet bulb. During the heating season the leaving air temperature is 

maintained at 85 F. No motors with 5 or larger horsepower are used in Father O’Connell Hall so 

fan power limitation does not apply.  

6.7 Submittals 

Upon completion of the project, each contractor must submit normal cut sheets and shop 

drawings of all equipment. This includes control drawings, wire diagrams, dimensions, and 

O&M manual. Submittals must be approved by authorities having jurisdiction prior to 

submitting them to the Architect. 

Section 7: Service Water Heating 
Washington Gas Company provides 2 psi gas to heat two 500 MBH condensing boilers for 

heating spaces. Domestic water heaters are used for heating domestic potable water. Hot-

water supply boilers heated by gas that are greater than 4000 (btu/h)/gal are required to have 

a minimum efficiency of 78%. These boilers are rated at 91% (according to the manufacturer’s 

website). All hot water piping is properly insulated. The heating hot water system is 

automatically enabled and disabled by the BMS time and season schedules. 

Section 8: Power 

Father O’Connell Hall complies with the National Electric Code for construction which requires a 

maximum voltage drop of 2% for feeders and a maximum voltage drop of 3% for branch 

circuits. 

Section 9: Lighting 

9.2 Compliance Path 

Lighting and equipment can be examined by using the Building Area Method or the Space-by-

Space Method. Due to time restraints the simplified building area method will be used to 

calculate interior lighting power allowance. 

 

9.4 Mandatory Provisions 

Father O’Connell Hall utilizes occupancy sensors to reduce the amount of energy consumption. 

Some types of rooms that have occupancy sensors include restrooms, storage, offices, and 

conference rooms. The rest of the lights are operated manually or by the building management 

system. Table 19 below summarizes the allowable power density levels as specified by ASHRAE 
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Standard 90.1 by using the Building Area Method. Additional and more accurate results could 

be calculated at a later date using the Space-by-Space Method. Father O’Connell Hall uses many 

LED lights which use very little energy which could contribute to the low LPD calculated. 

 

Section 10: Other Equipment 
 

Table 19: Lighting power densities calculated by using building area method 

Table 10.8B from ASHRAE Standard 90.1 states the minimum efficiency for all electric motors  

manufactured on or after December 19, 2010. According to Table 10.8, efficiency of the pumps 

does not comply with standard 90.1. A reason for this could be that the project documentation 

states that this is a minimum efficiency while Table 10.8B specifies efficiency for full load. Since 

the pumps have a VFD the efficiency might be much higher at full load. Another reason for this 

non-compliance is that pumps are generally oversized due to safety factors. Table 20 below 

shows full calculations. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 20: Minimum pump efficiency requirements for ASHRAE Standard 90.1 

ASHRAE 90.1 – 2010 Summary 
ASHRAE Standard 90.1 establishes minimum energy efficiency requirements for non-residential 

buildings. Standard 90.1 looks into building envelope and system equipment heavily to confirm 

a baseline energy efficient design. 

 

Father O’Connell Hall did not comply with some sections of 90.1, mostly because of the building 

envelope. Little to none insulation was used causing the overall U-Value to be much higher than 

required. However, vertical fenestration did very well. Only 13.5% of the total building was 

found to be glazing. In addition, lighting power density was much lower than the requirements 

of standard 90.1. This has much to do with the use of LED lighting.  
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The mechanical equipment selection seemed to be very efficient, especially the gas condensing 

boilers. The chilled and hot water pumps were not compliant and must be investigated further 

to why the efficiency was not met. Additional, energy models will be investigated in technical 

report two to see how adding additional insulation to the walls and roofs will reduce energy 

usage. 
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LEED Analysis 
Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED) is an internationally recognized program 

that rates the design, construction, and operation of high performance buildings. Certifications 

are achieved based on satisfying credits in 6 different categories. Below is an analysis of Father 

O’Connell Hall of two categories that deal with the mechanical system: Energy and Atmosphere 

and Indoor Environmental Quality. 

Energy and Atmosphere 
It was estimated that Father O’Connell Hall would achieve 5 credits in this category.  

 

Prerequisite 1: Fundamental Commissioning of the Building Energy Systems 
Commissioning processes were done by the project team to reduce energy usage and lower 

operating costs. The system is operating in accordance to the owner’s project requirements.  

 

Prerequisite 2: Minimum Energy Performance 
Father O’Connell Hall is in complete accordance with ASHRAE Standard 90.1. An energy model 

could not be obtained from the design team, but my own energy model showed significant 

savings compared to ASHRAE baseline. 

Prerequisite 3: Fundamental Refrigerant Management 
Refrigerant R-410a is used in place of CFC refrigerants. R-410a has a lower ozone depletion and 

global warming potential than CFC’s or HCFC’s. 

 

Credit 1: Optimize Energy Performance – 2 Points 
The purpose of this credit it to further achieve higher levels of energy performance beyond the 

minimum required in prerequisite 2. It is estimated that Father O’Connell Hall will perform 

about 14% better. 

 

Credit 2: On-Site Renewable Energy 

This credit is awarded to projects that use on site renewable energy rather than burning fossil 

fuels at an off-site location. Father O’Connell Hall does not use any on site renewable energy. 

 

Credit 3: Enhanced Commissioning – 1 Point 

In house commissioning was done from the design team to achieve this credit. 
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Credit 4: Enhanced Refrigeration Management – 2 Point 

This credit looks at refrigerant global warming potential (GWP) and ozone depletion potential 

(ODP). Table 21 below used from the United State Green Building Council website, shows that 

Father O’Connell is well below the 100 max of average refrigerant impact. 

 

 

Table 21: Refrigerant Management 

Credit 5: Measurement and Verification 

The intent of this credit is to provide ongoing accountability of the building energy consumption 

over time. No know plans were set to measure consumption in the future. 

 

Credit 6: Green Power 

To meet the criteria for this credit it is encouraged to develop renewable energy to create a net 

zero site. No renewable energy is used at Father O’Connell Hall.  

Indoor Environmental Quality 
It is estimated that 12 credits are obtainable for Father O’Connell Hall in this section. 

 

Prerequisite 1: Minimum IAQ Performance 

The purpose of this prerequisite is to establish a minimum indoor air quality. This prerequisite 

requires the compliance of ASHRAE Standard 62.1. Father O’Connell Hall complies with this 

standard as seen earlier in this report.  

 

Prerequisite 2: Environmental Tobacco Smoke (ETS) 

The purpose of this credit is to prevent the building from being exposed to environmental 

tobacco smoke. Father O’Connell Hall prohibits smoking inside the building and within 25 feet 

of all entries and outdoor air intakes.  

 

Credit 1: Outdoor Air Delivery Monitoring – 1 Point 

Credit 1 requires the monitoring of ventilation that is being supplied to occupants. The BMS 

controls ventilation to ensure minimum ventilation rates are being met. In addition, there is a 

100% outdoor air handling unit providing ventilation for most of the building. 
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Credit 2: Increased Ventilation – 1 Point 

Credit 2 is intended to improve occupant comfort by providing additional ventilation about the 

minimum requirements. This credit requires the ventilation to increase 30% above the 

minimum. Ventilation calculations were done and compared to the design minimum outdoor 

air rates and it was found that Father O’Connell does provide sufficient ventilation to achieve 

this credit. 

 

Credit 3.1: Construction IAQ Management Plan, During Construction – 1 Point 

Credit 3.1 intent is to reduce indoor air quality problems during construction. The building 

specifications of the air handling units specifically require compliance with credit 3.1. 

 

Credit 3.2: Construction IAQ Management Plan, Before Occupancy 

Credit 3.2 is similar to credit 3.1 in its intent to reduce indoor air quality problems during 

construction. This credit requires a building flush out before occupancy or using protocols from 

the EPA to determine the air pollutants indoors. No know tests are scheduled for Father 

O’Connell Hall. 

Credit 4.1: Low-Emitting Materials, Adhesives & Sealants – 1 Point 

Credit 4.1 intent is to reduce indoor air contaminants that are odorous or harmful to occupants 

due to adhesives and sealants. Father O’Connell uses low-emitting materials and adhesives and 

meets this credits requirements.  

 

Credit 4.2: Low-Emitting Materials, Paints & Coatings – 1 Point 

Credit 4.2 is similar to 4.1. Paints and coatings are not to exceed certain volatile organic 

compound (VOC) levels that can be potentially harmful to occupants. It is specified that 

materials do not exceed these limits in Father O’Connell Hall. 

 

Credit 4.3: Low-Emitting Materials, Carpet Systems – 1 Point 

The purpose of credit 4.3 is to reduce indoor air quality problems due to carpet systems. Father 

O’Connell Hall’s carpets have been specified to meet credit 4.3. In addition, the adhesives have 

been specified to meet credit 4.1. 

 

Credit 4.4: Low-Emitting Materials, Composite Systems – 1 Point 

The purpose of credit 4.3 is to improve indoor air quality by using composite wood systems that 

do not contain urea-formaldehyde resins. Wood floor systems are not used in Father O’Connell 

Hall so it meets this credits requirements. 

 

Credit 5: Indoor Chemical & Pollutant Source Control – 1 Point 
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The purpose of credit 5 is to limit occupant exposure to hazardous chemical pollutants. A 

minimum filter of MERV 13 is used for all occupied spaces. An entryway system is provided for 

all spaces. The only space with hazardous gases or chemicals is the kitchen area and the air is 

directly exhausted outside. 

 

Credit 6.1: Controllability of Systems, Lighting – 1 Point 

The purpose of credit 6.1 is to provide high level lighting system with individual control to 

promote productivity, comfort, and well-being. Individual lighting controls are provided in at 

least 90% of the building. In addition, many lighting controls are dimmable. 

 

Credit 6.2: Thermal Comfort – 1 Point 

The purpose of credit 6.2 is to create comfortable environment with individual controls. At least 

50% of the building occupants have individual controls. Most office spaces are controlled by a 

single fan coil unit with a single programmable thermostat. 

Credit 7.1: Thermal Comfort, Design – 1 Point 

The purpose of credit 7.1 is to provide a comfortable environment to promote productivity, 

comfort, and well-being. HVAC systems are design to comply with ASHRAE Standard 55- 

Thermal Comfort Conditions for Human Occupancy. 

 

Credit 7.2: Thermal Comfort Verification 

The purpose of credit 7.2 is to provide an assessment of building occupant thermal comfort 

over time. One way this credit could be achieved is through the distribution of a survey. No 

know surveys are planned to be distributed in the future. 

 

Credit 8.1: Daylight & Views, Daylight 75% of Spaces– 1 Point 

The purpose of credit 8.1 is to provide building occupants with a connection between indoors 

and outdoors through the introduction of day lighting for 75% of spaces. A detailed calculation 

was not done but Father O’Connell Hall is a very long and narrow building with most rooms 

being exterior rooms. It seems that 75% of spaces will have a direct line of sight to the outdoor 

environment. 

 

Credit 8.2: Daylight & Views, Views for 90% of Spaces 

The purpose of credit 8.2 is to further encourage a connection between indoors and outdoors 

for at least 90% of the spaces. This credit could not be achieved. 
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Mechanical System Evaluation 
Father O’Connell Hall mechanical system has been estimated to cost 1.6 million dollars about 

13% of total project costs. The mechanical cost on a square foot basis is $44.67 per square foot. 

The average annual energy cost is $17,000.This annual cost is on the lower end. One reason 

could be due to the 100% outdoor air handling unit with heat recovery limiting the amount of 

airflow through much of the building.  

 

Large mechanical rooms in the basement and fourth floor host most of the major equipment. 

These include the air handling units, boilers, pumps, and fans. Some exhaust fans are located on 

the rooftop. The chiller is also located outdoors, but everything else is located interior of the 

building. Even with these large mechanical equipment located indoors, 94% of the building is 

still usable space when compared with the mechanical equipment.  

 

Father O’Connell Hall does a good job with its mechanical design in terms of LEED. Most points 

in the Energy and Atmosphere and Indoor Environmental Quality are obtained. Efforts in energy 

reduction could be looked into improving. On way of improving would be to look into on-site 

renewable energy. Currently, Father O’Connell Hall has uses no renewable energy sources. 
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Combined Heat and Power with Absorption Cooling  
 

Introduction 
Combined heat and power technologies can increase the overall efficiencies of a building while 

reducing emissions by simultaneously creating useful thermal and electrical energy. Combined 

heat and power produces onsite generation which avoids transmission and distribution losses 

associated with the purchase of electricity from the grid. In addition, CHP systems can provide 

reliable power in case of a brownout or blackout from the grid.  Figure 19 below from the U.S. 

Environmental Protection Agency shows some potential overall efficiency benefits of combined 

heat and power (CHP) by comparing it to conventional separate heat and power system (SHP). 

These efficiencies shown can be misleading.  The CHP efficiency shown is the maximum 

efficiency. The efficiency relies on the thermal to electrical load ratio and this ratio is constantly 

changing. Therefore, this efficiency can significantly vary as the thermal to electrical load ratio 

changes. This analysis will compare Father O’Connell Hall’s current separate heating and power 

system with a combined heat and power system. In addition, absorption chillers will replace the 

current 97.7 ton electric air cooled chiller, further reducing the electric load. Absorption chillers 

use heat rather than electricity. This will utilize waste heat from the CHP system in the summer 

months when the heating demand is low. Absorption chillers have a lower coefficient of 

performance than electric chillers and are often applied when waste heat is available.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 19: CHP vs SHP efficiencies. Note: Assumes national averages for grid electricity 
transmission losses 
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Spark Gap 
The spark gap is the difference between the cost of fuel and the cost of purchased electricity. 

This is an important preliminary consideration for cost savings of a CHP system because a CHP 

system will replace much of the cost of purchased grid supplied power with the cost of fuel. An 

engineering rule of thumb to continue with a CHP analysis is that the spark gap must be greater 

than $12. Below is the calculation for the spark gap for Washington, D.C. 2013 Washington, D.C. 

average cost for electricity and natural gas were found from the U.S. Department of Labor 

Statistics. As seen in Table 22, Father O’Connell Hall has a spark gap of $26.84; it has the 

potential to be a good candidate for a CHP system and further analysis will continue. Natural 

gas prices are continuing to decrease because of recent technology advancements in recovering 

underground natural gas, such as fracking, the U.S. could find CHP a viable option in the future 

to dramatically cut emissions.  

Electricity: $0.13/KWh *1 Btuh/3412 KWh *1,000,000 = $38/MMBtu 

Natural Gas: $1.117/Therm *10 = $11.17/MMBtu  

 

Table 22: Spark Gap 

Building Demand Loads 
Thermal and power demands are the driving factors when considering implementing a CHP 

system. Most CHP systems are not completely disconnected from the grid, but rather produce 

as much onsite electrical generation as possible and purchase small amounts of electricity as 

electrical loads vary. In addition, many CHP systems require supplemental means of heating 

and cooling to satisfy peak demand loads. Thermal and power loads will drive future sizing 

calculations. 

Prime movers are specified by maximum power output and a rate of useful heat output per KW 

of power produced. Therefore, building thermal loads must be large enough to have a useful 

purpose as the prime mover produces electricity. This useful thermal energy can be used for 

domestic water heating, power a boiler, create steam, or as heat input for an absorption chiller. 

Figure 20 below shows one typical day of heating, cooling, and power loads for each month for 

Father O’Connell Hall.  The new CHP system will incorporate an absorption chiller which will 

significantly reduce the electrical needs in the summer months, while the heating demands are 

low. From this chart it is easy to see that during off peak hours the loads are very low. 
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Figure 20: 24 Hour Building Demands per Month  

Figure 21 below shows the duration curves for heating, power, and cooling loads. CHP 

equipment should be selected based on the thermal base load. Select the prime mover by the 

specified net heat rate (btu’s produced per kw).  Decide how much thermal load should be met 

by the CHP system and how much should be met by a supplemental boiler. The electricity 

produced by the prime mover is a byproduct of the thermal load. By analyzing the load duration 

curve, it can be determined that to meet the thermal load 90% of the time that a prime mover 

must exhaust about 220,000 btu of useful heat. 
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Figure 21: Load duration curves for thermal, heating, and power loads 

Prime Mover Selection 
The prime mover is the major piece of equipment associated with CHP technologies. There are 

five types of prime movers, gas turbine, steam turbine, microturbine, IC engine, and fuel cells. 

Each type of prime mover has its advantages and disadvantages. For example, an IC engine has 

a very high electrical efficiency but a limited heat recovery capability. A gas turbine has high 

grade heat available but poor electrical efficiency. Depending what the thermal to power ratio, 

will determine which prime mover type will work best. A microturbine was selected as the 

prime mover for Father O’Connell Hall. This was an easy decision because of the limited space 

available and the low electrical demand. Microturbines are compact with small number of 

moving parts and low emissions but, have a relatively low electrical efficiency. Microturbines 

also come equipped with an internal recuperator. A recuperator uses the exhaust of the power 

turbine to preheat the air from the compressor, thereby reducing the fuel needed to heat the 

compressed air to the turbine inlet. Recuperators can more than double the efficiency, 

although it lowers the exhaust temperature reducing the microturbines useful heat output. 
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Results 
Capstone C30 microturbine was chosen as the prime mover. Capstone C30 microturbine full cut 

sheet can be found in Appendix D.  The 30 KW microturbine was chosen to meet 90% of all 

thermal loads. This resulted in approximately meeting 54% of all electrical loads. This means an 

additional boiler will need to be used as supplemental heating 10% of the year as well as 46% of 

electrical needs will be supplied from the grid. The net heat rate of the C30 is 13,100 BTU/kWh. 

The exhaust is high pressure at 530 ˚F. This is relatively low quality so it is safe to assume a 60% 

efficient heat recovery unit. Figure 22 below shows the Fuel input and useful exhaust available 

per KW of power produced. At full load the microturbine is producing 30KW of electricity and 

235,800 btu’s of useful exhaust. 

13,100 BTU * 30 KW * 0.6 = 235,800 BTU’s 

              KW 

 

Figure 22: Fuel input and useful exhaust vs KW produced 

The following four Figures 23, 24, 25, and 26 shows the distribution of CHP produced electricity 

and waste heat usage coupled with supplemental boiler, electric chiller, and purchased power. 

These graphs show 24 hours of typical day of each month. Figure 23 shows that the heating 

load can be met without a supplemental boiler up to a demand of 235,800 Btu’s. When the 

building thermal demand reaches above this point a boiler must be used to meet the required 

demand. From Figure 23 it is easy to see that the CHP system is only running from the hours of 

8:00 AM to 6:00 PM. Cycling the CHP system on and off each day decreases the over production 

of electricity. A cost analysis will interpret this more in detail. Figure 25 shows the amount of 

absorption cooling and electric cooling. Absorption cooling is not as effective as hoped. This is 

because of the low power demand throughout most of the year which limits the useful exhaust 
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heat used to power the absorption chiller. In addition, a single effect absorption chiller has a 

COP of about 0.7, requiring even more heat. It was hoped that adding an absorption chiller 

would reduce the power demand in the summer months. Figure 26 shows 100% of the 

distribution of the useful exhaust. The green color on the graph, wasted heat, should be 

avoided at all costs. This occurs when the building loads are too low and thermal heat is 

wasted. Most of the waste occurs during the intermediate months when economizer cycles can 

be utilized the most. If the microturbine was turned on 24 hours a day there would be a much 

greater waste. The electric, thermal, and cooling loads are much less during the off peak hours. 

Since Father O’Connell is an administrative building, a typical work day will be between 7:00 

AM and 6:00 PM. Table 23 below shows the max loads of each piece of supplemental 

mechanical equipment which will be used for sizing.  

Sizing 

Max Electric Chiller Load 100 Tons 

Max Absorption Chiller Load 14 Tons 

Max Boiler Load 594,603  Btu 

Max e D, GTD 150 KW 

Table 23: Sizing Supplemental mechanical equipment 

 

Figure 23: Heating demands met by CHP exhaust and supplemental boilers 
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Figure 24: Power distribution from CHP power and purchased power 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 25: Cooling demands satisfied by absorption and electric power month 
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Figure 26: 24 hour waste heat usage 

Primary Fuel Utilization Efficiency 
Besides economical costs, another reason designers choose CHP systems over SHP systems if 

the ability to increase overall fuel efficiency.  Primary Fuel Utilization Efficiency (PFUE) is the 

total amount of fuel input compare to the total amount of useful energy output. A 

microcturbine has a poor electrical efficiency and poor heat recovery unit efficiency, but when 

you put them together it can be significantly better than a SHP system. Another important term 

used is percent fuel savings ratio (PFESR). This is the savings ratio from CHP compared to SHP. 

Figure 27 below shows this particular PUEF for Father O’Connell Hall CHP system compared to 

the current SHP system, as well as the PFESR, as a function of λD. λD is the driving factor in these 

calculations. Analyzing the graph below it is easy to see that when λD is smaller than 0.7 that 

SHP has a higher PUEF. This is because the thermal load is so small that the useful waste heat 

from the microturbine is being wasted. Maximum PUEF is achieved at λD = 2.3. Between λD = 0.7 

and λD = 2.3 the CHP exhaust satisfies the building thermal demand. As gets λD grows larger 
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PFESR is still greater than zero. In addition to thermal load, the resulting electrical load must 
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produced by the CHP system and the fraction of the electrical load purchased from the grid on 

the secondary axis. As you can see the fraction of FED, GTD becomes negative at λD = 1.7 and 

FED, CHP =1. This means at λD = 1.7, 100% of the electrical load is met by the CHP system. As λD 
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increases, more electricity is produced than is required by the building and the excess electricity 

can be sold back to the grid which results in losing money. This further narrows the cost 

effective operating range of λD to 0.7 to 1.7.  

  

Figure 27: Primary fuel utilization efficiency for CHP and SHP 

The following graph shown in Figure 28 shows actual hourly calculated λD for Father O’Connell 

Hall. The hours shown are only from 8:00 AM to 6:00 PM for every month because this will be 

the only time the microturbine will be running. This is the most cost effective solution. The 

following cost analysis section will explain in more detail. From Figure 28 it is easy to see the λD 

are not the most ideal, although, many of the points are within the PFESR range. During the 

summer months, the thermal load is not large enough for the CHP system to be successful. The 

little thermal load that exists is strictly from the absorption chillers that require the useful 

waste heat from the microturbine.  
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Figure 28: Hourly for λD Father O’Connell Hall 

Economic Cost Analysis 
An economic cost analysis was done to determine how much potential money this particular 

CHP system has can save. Two main factors determined the savings of the CHP system; size of 

the microturbine and number of hours of operation per day. Different combinations were 

analyzed to find the maximum savings per year. Figure 29 below shows the final results. The 

analysis shows that both the 30 KW and 65 KW microturbines save approximately $7,300 when 

operating between the hours of 8:00 AM and 6:00 PM. This is when most of the heating and 

cooling loads occur when the building is occupied. Outside of these hours the building loads are 

greatly decreased causing an excess amount of heat and power; selling electricity back to the 

grid. Selling power back to the grid rarely returns a profit since the microturbine produces 

electricity much less efficiently. Also, utility companies buy power much cheaper than they can 

sell it as a further incentive not to over produce electricity. All cost analysis tables can be found 

Appendix C.  
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Figure 29: Cost analysis for CHP systems 

A simple payback period was calculated to be approximately 14 years. This is a long term 

investment that most companies will not do. Detailed calculations can be seen in Table 24 

below and in Appendix C. EPA was used for microturbine cost while RS Means was used for the 

other mechanical equipment costs. 

Equipment 
Installed Cost 

Cost CHP SHP 

500 MBH Condensing Boiler  $            11,206.00  $0.00 $22,412.00 

600 MBH Condensing Boiler  $            14,483.00  $14,483.00 $0.00 

20 Ton Absorption Chiller 1250 $/Ton $25,000.00 $0.00 

30 KW Microturbine 2790 $/KW $83,700.00 $0.00 

  Total $123,183.00 $22,412.00 

  Savings  $   7,304.90    

  Payback Period 13.8 Years 

Table 24: Simple payback period 
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Emissions 
Combined heat and power systems should greatly reduce the amount of emissions released 

into the environment, as well as reduce the overall fuel consumption. With the simultaneous 

production of heat and power, combined heat and power systems can be as efficient at 75%. 

Generally, power plants dump the waste heat from producing electricity into the atmosphere 

reducing the efficiency to around 33%, including transportation and distribution losses.  

An emissions analysis was done to see how applying a CHP system to Father O’Connell Hall 

affected the emissions released into the environment. For these calculations, an educational 

spreadsheet available on the U.S. Environmental Agency’s website was used. This spreadsheet 

requires specific inputs according to the building. This spreadsheet also accounts for the 

specific efficiency and emissions caused by off-site power generation. Figure 30 below is the 

resultant summary of Father O’Connell Hall emissions generated by the EPA spreadsheet. 

Father O’Connell Hall reduces NOx by 89%, CO2 by 47%, and total fuel consumption by 27%.  

Figure 30: Father O’Connell Hall emissions summary. Spreadsheet generated by U.S. 

EPA. 

Other Contributing Factors 
Not all variables and options were explored for CHP systems. One significant factor that could 

play a role in the CHP design is the ambient air temperature. As shown in Figure 31 below, the 

power output and efficiency varies with ambient temperature. Colder air temperatures produce 

higher power outputs and electrical efficiencies than warmer air temperatures. These variations 

in ambient air temperatures were not taken into account for in the previous calculations. 
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Figure 31: Net power vs ambient air temperatures 

Another factor that could improve the CHP design that was not considered is the addition of a 

duct burner. A duct burner burns additional gas to increase the temperature of the exhaust to 

provide a greater thermal load capacity. A duct burner is much more efficient than a boiler. This 

is because the exhaust temperature is already at a higher temperature than the ambient air 

temperature that a boiler uses for combustion. Furthermore, duct burners have a much higher 

efficiency for part loading than boilers. One environmental concern when using duct burners is 

the release of NOx into the atmosphere. NOx can occur when the combustion process reaches a 

temperature over 1450 oF. 

Combined Heat and Power Summary and Recommendations 
In conclusion, combined heat and power systems, especially coupled with absorption chillers, 

can be extremely efficient and cost effective systems given the right building load profiles. CHP 

systems have the potential to provide reliable power, reduce emissions, and improve overall 

efficiencies. Unfortunately, Father O’Connell Hall did not meet the typical power to heat ratios 

that are required for a successful CHP system. Although, the CHP system was not successful on 

an economic basis, it was also not a complete failure. It did cut a significant amount of 

emissions and fuel consumption. In addition, it provides a reliable power source in case of a 

black out or brownout from the grid. Absorption cooling was neither able to decrease 

significant electrical loads in the summer time nor produce a large portion of the cooling load, 

which contributes to the unsuccessful system.  
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Although, implementing a CHP system for Father O’Connell Hall is not recommended, CHP 

systems could play a big part by cutting emissions and increasing overall efficiencies in the 

future. CHP systems should be on the rise in this country with the increase in Marcellus shale 

gas and the continued decrease in natural gas prices and could be a viable option for many 

building types. 
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Electrical Breadth 
When installing a CHP system tying the system into the original electrical design is important. 

Father O’Connell Hall emergency power currently runs on a 150KW diesel fuel generator that 

connects to three automatic transfer switches. These switches connect to the outdoor 

emergency lighting, indoor emergency lighting, and the elevator. Ideally, this 150 KW 

emergency generator would be replaced by a duel fuel prime mover which would significantly 

cut capital costs for the CHP system and reduce the payback period. Unfortunately, because of 

the low power and thermal loads of Father O’Connell Hall, the 30 KW microturbine does not 

have enough capacity to power these emergency panels at the same time. 

The current electrical distribution at Father O’Connell Hall is one 208/120V, 3000A switchboard 

with a total connected load of 1956A or 704,757 VA. Capstone C30 microturbine has a 

maximum output current of 46A. The current switchboard size is large enough to accommodate 

the extra 46A, but a low voltage paralleling switchgear is needed to supply power from both the 

grid and microturbine. A low voltage paralleling switchgear syncs power from two or more 

sources and produces a smooth, constant power output. This increases reliability and adds 

more redundancy in case the grid goes down. In addition, a step down transformer must be 

added because the microturbine power is 480V while the switchgear and voltage loads are 

supplied at 208/120V. With the addition of a microturbine, the emergency loads could be 

added an extra level of redundancy in case the grid and emergency generator go down. These 

emergency loads are not critical and the extra level of redundancy is not necessary. Figure 32 

below shows an electrical distribution one line diagram for Father O’Connell Hall including all 

electrical equipment, connections, and wire sizes according to the 2011 National Electrical 

Code. All wire sizes are based off the original loads of the building. 

Part of the electrical breadth also included analyzing optimal hours for the microturbine to 

maximize economical cost. This included when and how much electricity to produce on-site and 

how much to purchase from off-site generation, as well as selling electricity back to the grid. 

Since the utility company in Washington, DC would only buy electricity back at $0.03 per KWh 

and the microturbine is only 26% efficient, selling electricity back was kept at a minimum. 

Figure 24 on page 52 shows the power distribution from on-site and off-site generation.
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Figure 32: Electrical one line diagram
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Acoustical Breadth 
Indoor occupant comfort should be a primary concern for any building designer. Acoustic 

emissions are sometimes overlooked, but are one of the most important factors when 

considering overall occupant comfort and health. It is important for a University administrative 

office building to have comfortable employees to improve productivity. 

Any mechanical equipment has the potential to cause unwanted background noises and 

vibrations. Father O’Connell Hall has three indoor air handling units placed adjacent to sound 

sensitive spaces. Table 25 below shows all sound sensitive spaces with the current wall sound 

transmission class rating (STC) and the required STC rating as specified by American National 

Standard Institute S12.60. The STC is a measure of airborne sound blocked from transmitting 

through a partition. A higher STC rating will allow more background noise into the adjacent 

space. As seen in Table 25 all wall STC rating comply with ANSI S12.60. There is specific acoustic 

sealant and insulation that must be installed properly to meet these standards. 

 

Table 25: Wall STC ratings for adjacent rooms to mechanical spaces 
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Not only can sound travel through walls, but it can also travel through air ducts. To analyze the 

sound transmitted to adjacent rooms through air ducts Dynasonics free software AIM was used. 

Two cases were analyzed. The first is OAHU-1 adjacent to an executive office on the fourth floor 

and the second is on the basement floor where AHU-4 is adjacent to an open office area. Both 

potential acoustic issues can be seen below in Figures 33 and 34. 

 

Figure 33: OAHU-1 potential acoustic issue directly adjacent to executive office on fourth 
floor 

 

Figure 34: AHU-4 potential acoustic issue directly to open office on basement floor 

Figure 35 on the next page shows the results from AIM software for the first case. Figure 35 

shows each sound power level at the seven octave midband frequencies. The sound power 

levels follow the ducts from the air handling units to the diffuser in the room.  
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Figure 35: AIM software results for OAHU-1 adjacent to executive office 

Figure 36 below shows the resulting NC curve for the office. The resulting NC is 48 which is 

higher than the ANSI S12.60 NC-30. This NC can be achieved by the addition of duct insulation 

or a duct silencer. The small executive office and close proximity to the air handling unit and 

short duct runs to the diffuser contributes to this loud background noise level in the room. 

 

Figure 36: NC Curve for OAHU-1 executive office 
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Figures 37 and 38 below show the same AIM software results for AHU-4 adjacent to open office 

case as the OAHU-1 case. The open office does not exceed the NC rating of 40. This is because 

open offices are allowed less strict background noises than private offices.  In addition, the 

large room correction reduces a large portion of sound power as seen in line 9 in figure 37. 

 

Figure 37: AIM software results for AHU-4 adjacent to open office 

 

Figure 38: NC Curve for AHU-4 adjacent to open office 
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Appendix A: ASHRAE 62.1 Ventilation Spreadsheet 
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Appendix B: CHP Calculation Spreadsheet 
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Appendix C: Cost Analysis 
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Appendix D: Capstone Microturbine C30 Cut Sheet 
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